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Abstract
The entrance exam is a stressful experience for students. The manual therapy (MT) act as an strategy to confront the stressor agent (coping). To evaluate the effects of MT we analyzed the salivary concentration of melatonin, a counter regulatory hormone of stress, produced by the pineal gland.
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Introduction
“Vestibular”, and studies that precede it, are considered the cause of stress in students. As a way to pass through this stress a massage therapy program was proposed, since this therapeutic intervention was capable to: reduce the observed stress levels (evaluated by a questionnaire), minimize cortisol levels and increase parasympathetic tone, like shown at Ferreira, 2014 (base study for this work).

To evaluate the effects of MT, this study analyzed the melatonin salivary concentration, a counter regulatory hormone of stress, produced by the pineal gland. This hormone has multiple functions at the organism, among which the regulation of the circadian cycle stands out. The results obtained in this study may contribute as indicators to measure the efficiency of massage therapy as a strategy of coping.

Results and Discussion
The values obtained in the analysis of the saliva (ELISA) shows that, before receiving MT treatment, the volunteers exhibited significantly higher night salivary melatonin concentration than that one collected upon waking. This difference was observed only on rest days.

On the day that the volunteers received the first session of MT, there were no significant differences between the morning melatonin concentration and nighttime values. However, the concentration of morning melatonin on samples collected at the end of the program was significantly higher than those collected on the same time in rest days in August.

There are no articles in the literature measuring melatonin salivary levels before and after coping strategies.

Conclusions
These results don’t allow us to affirm that the increase of melatonin concentration on waking is directly related to the massage therapy program proposed, but we can suggest that it is related to. Additional studies are planned for the next period.
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